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During the reign of David, there was a famine for three successive years; so David
sought the face of the LORD. The LORD said, “It is on account of Saul and his
blood-stained house; it is because he put the Gibeonites to death.” – 2 Samuel 21:1
While the Bible doesn’t tell us what transpired during those three years, it
isn’t hard to imagine that he developed plans that failed, as evidenced by the
continuing famine. As a leader, David most certainly had advisors to turn to,
yet their plans also failed. After years of watching the people of Israel starve,
he sought the face of the Lord. Finally, after trusting his own abilities, David
pleaded for God's help and the famine came to an end. Certainly, not a proud
moment for David. You would think we could learn from his example, but isn't
it strange how difficult it often is to learn from past experiences?

God of
First Resort
a message from nacfm
president patrick hart
Often in my life and ministry, I find
myself trying to tackle challenges and
trials on my own only to eventually go
to my knees when my efforts fail or
fall short. It’s then that I call upon the
strength of the Lord. I regret that much
too often I treat God as a God of last
resort crying out, “Please Lord, save me
from this hard situation. Get me out of
this mess!” I talk about the power of
prayer, I encourage others to cast their
burdens on the Lord, but all too often
neglect to make prayer the first step.
Have you ever had one of those days?
Something goes wrong and you think
it can’t get any worse…and then it
does. As Facilities Managers we tend to
be problems solvers. We dive in, make
a plan and attempt to solve the issue
using our own gifts and abilities. We
may reach out to a friend or colleague
seeking advice, but when all these
efforts prove fruitless, we call upon the
name of the Lord. Even King David fell
victim to this behavior. In 2 Samuel,
after three years of famine, with David
responsible for the care of his people,
he finally went before the Lord.
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In a recent meeting with one of our pastors, I explained that if ministry leaders
bring me into the event planning loop in the early stages, the Facilities Team
can better serve their event and ultimately their overall ministry. All too often
however, we are brought into the discussion at the eleventh hour to help make
things work. It becomes a proverbial fire drill and causes much stress. After this
meeting I realized that this is exactly how I often treat God, bringing Him in later
rather than first.
“The Lord is my rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer; my God, my strength, in
whom I will trust; my buckler, and the horn of my salvation, and my high tower.”
–Psalm 18:2
Fortunately, the Bible also gives us a glimpse into David’s deep relationship and
reliance on God. In many of the Psalms, David pours out his heart to the Lord in
prayer. Scripture clearly tells us that God is far greater than we can imagine, and
only through an intimate relationship with Him can we see who He is and how
we should worship Him. And it's essential that we take our problems to Him first.
“Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God, that He may exalt you
in due time: Casting all your cares upon Him; for He careth for you...” – 1 Peter 5:6-7
I recently returned from our NACFM annual board meeting and am pleased to
share that we take seriously our commitment to let God lead our way. Throughout
our short time together, the Lord’s hand was evident. It was clear that He had
honored our prayerful requests to go before us. One moment of making God a
first resort stands out to me. At dinner we prayed for our waiter. His demeanor
immediately changed; it seemed that a weight had been lifted from his shoulders.
I don't know why I'm always amazed when we see the Lord work in response
to our prayers. It's that amazement, however, that causes me to proclaim the
goodness of His love for us!
I am truly honored and humbled to spend time with the godly men and women
that serve the NACFM. I'm certainly looking forward to gathering with you, our
members, at our June 2018 National Conference in Orlando! I pray that the Lord
will bless all in attendance with inspiration and rejuvenation.
In His service,
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Go here
for
more info and
for registration.

Keys to Speakers

Look for the full conference
schedule in the March
edition of the FACILITATOR!

Tuesday Keynote Speaker:

Brian Dodd
Author of The 2-Minute Leader
Brian Dodd serves as the Director of New Ministry Partnerships for INJOY Stewardship Solutions helping
churches fully fund their mission and vision. During the last 15+ years, he has spent extensive time meeting
with many of the greatest church leaders in America. Brian was recently voted one of Inc. Magazine’s Top
100 Speakers on Leadership and also has 30 years of church volunteer and staff experience.

Wednesday Keynote Speaker:

Duane Montague
Thinks, Inc.

Duane Montague likes to help people #thinkdifferently. As the creative director and owner of Thinks, Inc.
in Seattle Washington, he helps people of all ages and all walks of life connect with the bigger idea of who
they are and what they are created to be. With 20 years of pastoral ministry and more than a decade with
the Walt Disney Company, Duane is a frequent speaker and corporate trainer. Thinks, Inc. is a small creative
studio helping organizations #thinkdifferently about the things that matter most to them, the people they
love best, and the spaces they share—specializing in creating engaging environments and experiences that
engage the imagination and the heart.
thinksinc.org		
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Twitter: @thinks4thinking, @dsmontague 		

Facebook: thinksinccorporated
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On the Horizon

Solid-State Battery Techno
lo
Set to Dominate Lithium-I gy
on

When lithium-ion battery technology replaced nickel cadmium and metal hydride,
we really felt like we had arrived in power tool industry. In reality, we did. Cordless
tools are finally able to replace corded models with enough power and runtime to
use all day. But all that might change again with the successful development of a
new solid-state battery.

It’s hard to imagine that just a few years after lithium-ion
battery packs revolutionized the power tool industry, we
might be in the early stages of making them obsolete.
Think about all the advantages that lithium-ion brought to
the table: No battery memory, more power, longer runtime.
Almost overnight, Pro level tools sent NiCad packing with a
simple, “don’t let the door hit you on the way out!”
But solid-state battery technology (already used in remote
controlled cars and electronics) looks to advance even
further. It has a longer life cycle, charges and discharges
quickly, and is noncombustible. Perhaps most importantly,
it’s cheaper. At first glance, there’s really nothing that stands
out as detrimental. In fact, the solid-state battery looks to
swiftly toss aside lithium-ion as quickly as NiCad was shown
the door. That is, provided it can hit the high current levels
required for power tools.

He’s one of the co-inventors of the lithium-ion
battery. Even though this technology only took over
the power tool industry a few years back, he helped
invent the technology 37 years ago. At the age of 94,
Dr. Goodenough is doing much more than good
enough by creating a successful glass electrolyte
solid-state battery.
Instead of using a liquid electrolyte to transport
ions between negative and positive sides of the
battery, the solid-state form uses sodium instead
of lithium. Both are alkali metals effective for
transporting those ions. Considering how much of
the Earth’s surface is covered by seawater, sodium is
a widely available—and cheap—alternative. If it can
be used in place of lithium, prices go down even if
the performance is identical. But of course, it’s not.

Anode

Cathode

How Does Solid-State Battery Technology Work?
Batteries discharge energy and in return charge by moving
ions between the negative and positive side of the battery.
The direction of the ion shift determines whether the battery
is giving out energy or taking it in. From there, we meet John
Goodenough (yes, that’s his real name). Never heard of him?
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Electrolytic Solution

Conventional Battery
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Solid Electrolytic

When lithium-ion battery technology replaced nickel
cadmium and metal hydride, we really felt like we had arrived
in power tool industry. In reality, we did. Cordless tools are
finally able to replace corded models with enough power and
runtime to use all day. But all that might change again with
the successful development of a new solid-state battery.

Solid-State Battery
Continued on next page
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What Other Benefits Are There?
When I say that a solid-state battery can charge quickly,
I mean ridiculously fast. Lithium-ion batteries that
currently take hours to charge will take mere minutes.
It’s much denser that lithium-ion, storing some three
times the amount of energy in the same space. You also
end up with the battery that still has high
conductivity down to four degrees below
zero (or -20 degrees Celsius).
Let’s not overlook how significant
the stability of a solid-state battery is.
One of the biggest dangers—as Samsung
has famously proven with its S7—is battery
combustion. The fact that the new technology eliminates
this risk means manufacturers can create tools that are
much more aggressive in their discharge and chargers that
are lightning fast. They can also ship them via air freight—a
huge boon for batteries given current restrictions.

Uses for a Solid-State Battery
There are obvious products that can benefit from solid-state
technology. Nearly every adult (and seemingly child) in the
United States and other developed countries now carry a
smartphone. Imagine a battery that will power your phone
for days instead of having to recharge after a busy
morning—all without increasing the size.
One of the most power-hungry product groups getting
excited about this breakthrough is the electric car side of
the auto industry. Greater range, better acceleration, and
lower prices have the potential to make electric cars
available to a greater number of buyers.
But what we are really excited about is power tools. We’re
just breaking into tool classes like belt sanders and SDS-Max
rotary hammers. What other tools might be unlocked for the
cordless realm: Power cutters, augers, generators?
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And let’s not forget about outdoor power equipment.
Ryobi just launched a $2,500 battery-powered riding
lawnmower that uses four lead acid batteries. It’s able
to run for two hours and cut two acres on one charge.
Imagine being able to run for six hours!

The Bottom Line
More power, longer runtime, faster charging, complete
stability, and lower pricing make it seem like the
solid-state battery is the perfect solution to power
virtually everything that uses batteries. Could it replace
lithium-ion technology overnight? We’ll have to see.
With the information that’s available so far, however,
there’s not really an obvious downside to this new
breakthrough.
I’ll go on record as saying that if it sounds too good to
be true, it probably is. However, until we start seeing
products in the hands of real-world consumers, we’ll
have to rely on lab tests and scientific studies to
determine what those limitations will be.
It took the better part of 30 years for lithium-ion
technology to find its way into mainstream cordless
tools. One of the big questions is how long solid-state
will take to move in. Another area of concern for most
current cordless tool users is whether or not a new
solid-state battery pack will run a tool designed for
a lithium-ion pack. After all, NiCad and Lithium-ion
aren’t cross compatible. Our guess, however, is that
since the transition to smarter packs and tools has
already taken place, the shift will occur more readily.
Let’s hope it doesn’t take nearly that long for solid-state
battery packs to show up. When they do, it’s a good
bet we’ll think of lithium-ion batteries the way we do
NiCad right now and wonder how we ever built a house
without them.
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Brian Dodd on

Leadership

21 Leadership Quotes and
Lessons from the movie
12 Strong: The Declassified True
Story of the Horse Soldiers

Tonight, I had the privilege of attending an opening showing of
12 Strong: The Declassified True Story of the Horse Soldiers. This movie
is absolutely incredible! If you like tense battle scenes and incredible
action, look no farther than this previously classified true story.
Jerry Bruckheimer has delivered another loud, explosive blockbuster!

Click
to see
trailer

12 Strong: The Declassified True Story of the Horse Soldiers is based on
Doug Stanton’s book Horse Soldiers. This movie follows the journey of
12 special forces Green Berets dispatched to Afghanistan immediately
after the 9-11 attacks. This team of elite fighters must partner up with
General Dustom, an Afghan warlord played by Navid Negahban, and
utilize unconventional tactics to accomplish their mission.

I rarely, if ever, attend R-Rated movies. The only exceptions I make are for films which honor those who protect America
– see Lone Survivor, 13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers of Bengazi, and Patriot’s Day. Each time I see any of these movies, I am
completely overwhelmed with a sense of gratitude for the bravery and skill of those who protect our country and freedoms.
The R-Rating is for excessive language and violence as you would expect. I will say this, the final battle scene is as exciting
a ten minutes of filmmaking as I have seen in a long, long time. Incredible!

The following are 21 Leadership Quotes and Lessons from
12 Strong: The Declassified True Story of the Horse Soldiers.
1.

 he families of great leaders pay a great price as well – Early in the movie, the film does a great job
T
showing the price the families of America’s elite special forces play. Because of their responsibilities
and demands on their time, families often pay a high leadership price as well.

2.

 hildren can easily be marginalized in a leader’s life – Green Beret Sam Diller’s wife said, “Spend
C
time with the kids. I know what I signed up for. They don’t.”

3.

Captain Nelson, played by Chris Hemsworth, his wife said, “I’m a soldier’s wife. I’m lucky... All I’ve had
to worry about is malaria.”

4.

 here should be nothing better for leaders than coming home – His wife added, “I don’t care how
T
long you’re gone as long as I know you’re coming back.”

5.

 alendars can create urgency – When the team of Task Force Dagger arrived in Afghanistan, they were
C
given six months to complete their mission. Because of an incoming winter season, they were forced to
complete it in three weeks.

6.

 eaders are forced to make hard decisions – Nelson was asked, “How do you leave your family you
L
love then go to war?”

7.

 eaders start with “Why” – Colonel Mulholland told Nelson, “The most important thing a man can
L
take into war is a reason why.”

Continued on next page
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21 Leadership Quotes and Lessons from the movie
12 Strong: The Declassified True Story of the Horse Soldiers
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to see
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8.

Leaders keep things simple – Nelson was told by his troops, “Your only goal is keeping us alive.”

9.

“The only way home is winning.”

10.

 uccessful leaders have a uniquely positive perspective on the challenges they face –
S
When facing what appeared to be an insurmountable Al-Qaeda army, one soldier remarked,
“Out-numbered 5,000-to-1. That’s a target rich environment.”

11.

 reat leaders go first – Knowing they were the first ones into Afghanistan after 9-11, Nelson said,
G
“We are the test flight.”

12.

 asting leaders have integrity – Nelson said, “I made her a promise I’m coming home. I’m not
L
writing her a letter telling her I broke it.”

13.

Great leaders are bridge builders – “It’s good to know the language of your enemies.”

14.

Trust takes time for leaders to build. You cannot rush it. – It took several battles and many days
for trust to be built between Captain Nelson and his fellow combatant General Dustom.

15.

 egarding their views of the quality of life compared to how Americans think, General Dustom said,
R
“You live where your life looks better than your after-life. For them the after-life looks better
than their life.” Wow!

16.

 egardless of the industry, smart leaders trust their boots on the ground – General Dustom said,
R
“You have the sky but wars are won in the dirt.”

17.

I f you want results you’ve never achieved, you have to do things you have never done – In order
to conquer the Al-Qaeda forces, Nelson made a decision that his entire team could not approach
the enemy through mountainous terrain. He had a portion of his unit flank them through the
desert. Because of harsh conditions and lack of food, no one would ever suspect them coming from
that direction.

18.

Leaders always ask, “What’s Next?” – Diller said, “We won the battle. We’ve still got to win the war.”

19.

 ou will follow great leaders anywhere – Diller asked Nelson, “Where are you taking us next?”
Y
To which he replied, “Home.” Diller replied, “I’ll follow you there. I’ll follow you anywhere.”

20.

 risis brings people together – The closing movie credits noted that Captain Nelson and General
C
Dustom are still friends to this very day.

21.

 ast impressions last – Great moments always end well. The thing I will remember from this movie
L
is the amazing final battle.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Brian Dodd will be our Tuesday National Conference Keynote Speaker.
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Board Members
Dwayne McKean
Executive Director
Fellowship Bible Church
Roswell, GA

Patrick Hart
President
Northshore Christian
Church
Everett, WA

Gary Robinson
Vice President
Forest Hills Baptist Church
Nashville, TN

Jeff Galasso
Past President
Faith Bible Chapel
International
Arvada, CO

Josh Euerle
Director of
Communications
Riverside Church
Big Lake, MN

Jon E. Owens
Director of Membership
First Baptist Church
Statesboro, GA

Scott Hammond
Treasurer
Seacoast Church
Mt Pleasant, SC

Marie Welch
Secretary
Fellowship Community
Church
Centennial, CO

A Note from Your Executive Director
Thank you so much for praying for your board as we met for our annual January board meeting.
From start to finish it was obvious God was among us and guiding our discussions.
Please know that we came away from the session having taken some big steps into our future!
Some of these important initiatives include:

 Hiring a Promotions/Marketing consultant
 Setting a timetable to hire our first paid Executive Director
(5 years or less)
 Begin the process of modernizing our database, bringing
it current and ensuring a well structured platform to move
into the future
 Committed to more purposeful membership recruiting of
other related positions in addition to FMs who meet the
membership qualifications
 As of 2019 (Houston National Conference) move conference
first day to Monday rather than beginning on Sunday
Your board is committed to God’s leadership.
We are confident that the actions above and
others are in accordance with what God has for us.
Please continue to pray for the board.
Those prayers mean so much!
Thank you for being part of the NACFM,

Chris Barron
Director of Education
Faith Baptist Church
Youngsville, NC

Connect with Us
info@NACFM.com
www.NACFM.com
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Welcome New NACFM Member
Jeff Jacobson
Bent Tree Bible Fellowship
Carrollton, TX
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